Tips for Talking about Dog Poop
It’s a tough job, but someone’s got to do it...
Pollution from pet poop is a problem in our community. Unfortunately, there is some misinformation about it, and
some people aren’t taking it seriously. It can be awkward or diﬃcult to talk to someone who doesn’t believe it is a
problem. Here are some ideas on how to successfully talk to people about the importance of scooping the poop on
walks and in the backyard.

Don’t Blame or Shame. Always approach someone with the assumption that they don’t understand
the importance of the issue or that they have received misinformation.
Always approach someone with a helpful and nice attitude.
Use A little Humor and try to remain lighthearted during your Conversation.
Make it Personal. People are far more likely to try and understand something if they can relate
to it. Try saying something like:
“I Scoop because I want my grandchild to be safe when they go Swimming”
“I Scoop because I don’t want My Dog’s poop to get other dogs sick”
Offer up A Few reasons why it matters. People become motivated to change their behavior for a
variety of reasons. Try to Find one that strikes a cord with the person you’re talking with.
Health hazard - Bad for people, Pets, Neighbors, and wildlife
Environmental - Pollutes our Community waterways
It’s Gross - Nobody wants to step in it. Don’t ruin someone's Day
If they still aren’t convinced - It’s The law
Always be honest and don’t exaggerate.
Try to Debunk common Myths when you can, or send them to our website.

www.whatcomcounty.us/scooppoop
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